Regulation of gene expression at the beginning of mammalian development.
The maternal to zygotic transition can be viewed as a cascade of events that begins when fertilization triggers the zygotic clock that delays early ZGA until formation of a 2-cell embryo. Early ZGA, in turn, appears to be required for expression of late ZGA, and late ZGA is required to form a 4-cell embryo. ZGA in mammals is a time-dependent mechanism rather than a cell cycle-dependent mechanism that delays both transcription and translation of nascent transcripts. Thus, zygotic gene transcripts appear to be handled differently than maternal mRNA, a phenomenon also observed in Xenopus (55). The length of this delay is species-dependent, occurring at the 2-cell stage in mice, the 4-8-cell stage in cows and humans, and the 8-16-cell stage in sheep and rabbits (4). However, concurrent with formation of a 2-cell embryo in the mouse and rabbit (47,56), perhaps in all mammals, a general chromatin-mediated repression of promoter activity appears. Repression factors are inherited by the maternal pronucleus from the oocyte but are absent in the paternal pronucleus and not available until sometime during the transition from a late 1-cell to a 2-cell embryo. This means that paternally inherited genes are exposed to a different environment in fertilized eggs than are maternally inherited genes, a situation that could contribute to genomic imprinting. Chromatin-mediated repression of promoter activity prior to ZGA is similar to what is observed during Xenopus embryogenesis (31,32) and ensures that genes are not expressed until the appropriate time in development when positive acting factors, such as enhancers, can relieve this repression. The ability to use enhancers appears to depend on the acquisition of specific co-activators at the 2-cell stage in mice and perhaps later in other mammals (47,56), concurrent with ZGA. Even then, the mechanism by which enhancers communicate with promoters changes during development (Fig. 2), providing an opportunity for enhancer-mediated stimulating of TATA-less promoters (e.g. housekeeping genes) early during development while eliminating this mechanism later during development.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)